
4 Theoretical Framework of Method of Analysis

4.1 Introduction

In desperate attempts to fight poverty, hunger and malnutrition, Governments in

developing countries are often tempted to pursue policies with many different

objectives. Increases in income, food security and self-sufficiency of staple food

supplies are common objectives for agricultural policies in most developing countries.

Attainment of these objectives in most food-importing countries requires intervention to

increase domestic production. This often involves changes in producer price outputs and

inputs, investment in infrastructure for production and/or marketing activities, or

quantitative restrictions on the production of alternative crops.

According to Monke and Pearson (1989), Government intervention in agriculture in

most developing countries has often promoted non-efficiency objectives. The social

costs incurred from implementing such policies are often overlooked, especially when

the attainment of social equity is given a priority.

Evaluation of the trade-off that arises between efficiency and non-efficiency objectives

is of particular interest in policy analysis since most countries have limited resources

that must be put to best possible use (Monke and Pearson, 1989).

Project analysis, which assesses the profitability of a project entity, provides a method

of presenting the choice between competing uses of resources in a convenient and

comprehensible fashion (Squire and van der Tak, 1975). Profitability assessment can be

done from financial, economic or social viewpoints. Financial and economic analyses

differ in two respects: First, in terms of identifying relevant costs and benefits included

in the analysis, and second, with respect to the prices used in the valuation of inputs and

outputs. Social analysis is pursued when the major objective of a project is to assess the

impact of income inequalities and distributional issues (Peter, 1993).

In this study distributional issues are ignored and the terms economic and social

profitability will be used interchangeably. Thus, the scope of this study is limited to

undertaking financial and economic analyses to indicate the (in)efficiency of resources

used in the production of soybean in Ghana.
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The decision rule in any project analysis using the benefit cost analysis (BCA) method

to ensure efficient allocation of resources is to accept a project whenever the present

value of benefits exceeds the present value of costs. The DRC approach, commonly

used in determining the comparative (dis)advantage of an activity, is an extension of the

BCA method. The decision rule in this approach is that a country has a comparative

(dis)advantage if the DRC ratio is (greater) less than one.

The concept of DRC relates a measure of real opportunity cost in terms of total

domestic resources of producing (or saving) a net marginal unit of foreign exchange.

Thus, it compares the opportunity costs of domestic production to the value added that it

generates (Tsakok, 1990). By comparing it with some measure of the economy's real

exchange rate, it can be used as an investment criterion, just as the internal rate of

return of a project is compared with some measure of real interest rate. The concept

bears a close relationship with the basic international trade consideration of comparative

advantage (Bruno, 1972).

The estimation of the DRC coefficient traditionally requires some amount of input-

output analysis as noted in Section 2.4. In the absence of a sufficiently disaggregated

input-output table which includes a new crop like soybean in Ghana, the Policy

Analysis Matrix (PAM) framework is used to estimate the DRC coefficients.

PAM enables applied economists to assess the economic efficiency (or comparative

advantage) of agricultural production systems and how additional public investment

might change the current pattern of efficiency. It allows for the analysis of policies in

terms of their impact on commodity systems. PAM is a compromise between the desire

for a theoretical model to describe the economy in exacting detail and the need for

insightful policy analysis that operates within the constraints of time and dates

availability. Its application greatly reduces the number of detailed benefit and cost

analysis needed to evaluate investment alternatives (Monke and Pearson, 1989).

4.2 The DRC Approach

The DRC approach is used for a range of border purposes, including the determination

of a country's comparative advantage (economic efficiency). It is also used to determine

the net benefit to a country of implementing a particular trade policy. The DRC ratio

can be formally stated as the ratio of domestic costs of production and the difference

between the border price of output and foreign costs. It is expressed mathematically as:



domestic costs in shadow prices per unit of output
DRC ratio —

(border price of output) - (foreign costs per cent of output in border prices)

The DRC ratio is therefore an expression of units of domestic cost per unit of foreign

exchange. A DRC ratio less than one indicates that the economy saves foreign exchange

from domestic production because the opportunity cost of its domestic resources is less

than the net foreign exchange it gains (from export) or saves (from not importing the

commodity). Also, a DRC ratio of less than one implies efficiency and international

competitiveness. Conversely, a DRC ratio greater than one indicates that the economy

incurs costs in excess of what it gains or saves from the production of the commodity,

in terms of net foreign exchange. Finally, a DRC equal to one shows that the economy

is in balance and neither gains (or saves), nor loses foreign exchange through domestic

production. Thus, the DRC is a summary measure of the relative efficiency of domestic

production (Tsakok, 1990).

The computation of the DRC ratio tends to be complex and time-consuming because the

analyst must resolve a series of difficult questions about the major domestic resources to

be included and their opportunity cost. Further, the analyst who addresses this issue

must have a firm understanding of the production structure and the major technologies

used, alternative markets for the inputs to be included in the analysis, and the foreign

exchange market as well as foreign trade options available to the economy.

4.3 The Policy Analysis Matrix

Traditionally, empirical policy analysis has relied heavily on the estimates of supply and

demand curves for various inputs and outputs. In principle, these estimates provide an

accurate assessment of market behaviour but in practice, sufficient data of reliable

quality are rarely available. Hence, analysts are unable to assess satisfactorily the impact

of government policies on the behaviour of a particular commodity system. The result is

that analyses are often incomplete and incomprehensible to policy-makers.

An alternative method for analysing policies is the Policy Analysis Matrix (PAM)

approach which is based on the formulation of budgets for representative activities -

farming, marketing and processing - that compose an agricultural commodity system

(Monke and Pearson, 1989). Private valuation costs and returns are altered with

information about divergences so social costs and returns can be determined. These data
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are almost always available or can be easily collected. Further, the evaluation can
proceed in a timely manner.

PAM is a concise description of a framework which is useful for organising and
thinking about policy analysis. Through an evaluation of private and social revenues and
costs, the PAM method is designed to illuminate related issues of agricultural policy
analysis. Practical issues addressed with the PAM method include:
i) empirical analysis of agricultural price policy and farm incomes;
ii) public investment policy and efficiency; and
iii) agricultural research policy and technological change (Monke and Pearson, 1989).

A second issue concerns the economic efficiency (or comparative advantage) of
agricultural systems and how additional public investment might change the current
pattern of efficiency. Since the primary objective of this study is to evaluate the
comparative advantage of producing soybean in Ghana, the use of the PAM method is
indeed an appropriate method to be used for the analysis. The main empirical task is to
construct accounting matrices of private and social revenues, costs and profits -
revenues less costs equals profits. Each PAM, as illustrated in Table 4.1, shows private
and social profitability, and effects of divergences and efficient policy.

Table 4.1: Policy Analysis Matrix a

Revenues (from
tradable outputs)

Costs of Tradable
Inputs

Costs of Domestic
Factors

Profits

Private
Social
Effects of Divergences

and Efficient Policy

A
E
I

B
F
J

C
G
K

D
H
L

a Notes:

Private profits, D, equal A minus B minus C.

Social profits, H, equal E minus F minus G.

Output transfers, I equal A minus E.

Input transfers, J, equal B minus F.

Factor transfers, K, equal C minus G.

Net transfers, L, equal D minus H; they also equal I minus J minus K.

Source: Monke and Pearson, (1989, p. 19).
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Using average commodity form budgets as the basic element in the construction of

PAM, two indicators, private (financial) and social (economic), are used to assess the

profitability of an agricultural production activity. These are the net financial profit and

net economic profit.

Data in the first row are observed revenues and cost reflecting actual market prices

obtained by conducting financial analysis. Thus, they incorporate the underlying

economic costs and valuations plus the effects of all policies and market failures. They

reflect private profitability (Monke and Pearson, 1989). Private profitability provides a

measure for competitiveness of the agricultural system, given current technologies,

input and output values, and government policies. Positive private profits are an

indication of supernormal returns and are expected to lead to future expansions of the

system unless farming area, for some reason, cannot be expanded or substitute crops are

more privately profitable. Alternatively, negative private profitability suggests an exit

from the activity under investigation unless future prospects look bright.

Values for the second row of the PAM are results of an economic analysis since social

prices are used. These valuations measure comparative advantage in the activity being

investigated. Because values of outputs (E) and input (F and G) reflect scarcity value or

social opportunity costs, social profits (H) is an efficiency measure (Monke and

Pearson, 1989). A positive social (economic) profit indicates that the system uses scarce

resources efficiently and contributes to national income.

In addition to estimating the private and social (economic) profitability of a project,

PAM compares the two values. This is done by comparing the vertical differences in

values of rows 1 and 2, the result being values in the third row as indicated in Table 4.1.

According to Monke and Pearson (1989), any net differences between private and social

(economic) profitabilities can be explained by the effects of a policy and/or existence of

market failure. It is worth noting that while some policies distort the allocation of

resources others improve efficiency by correcting for market failure. Efficienct policies

reduce the difference between private and social valuation which would often occur

with the existence of market failure. There is the need to distinguish distorting policies

from efficient policies since the former cause losses of potential incomes and the latter

create greater income.

Each of the entries measuring divergences (e.g., I, J, K and L of Table 4.1) in a PAM is

disaggregated into effects of market failure, distorting policies and efficient policies.
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The result is an expanded (full) PAM. Considering the objective of this study, empirical

analysis is limited to estimating values for the variables in Table 4.1.

4.4 DRC Ratio Using a PAM Framework

The DRC coefficient equals the ratio of total (direct and indirect) domestic factor costs

at opportunity cost to value added at world market prices, in domestic currency. Thus,

while the variable G, indicated in Table 4.1, is the numerator of the DRC ratio, E-F

forms the denominator of the ratio. Using the PAM the DRC ratio is defined as:

DRC = G/(E-F).

Based on this relationship, DRC is equal to one when social profit (H) is zero and

minimising DRC is equivalent to maximising social profits. As an indicator for

comparative advantage, the concept of net economic profit is straight-forward. A

production system has a comparative advantage whenever the net economic profit is

positive.

4.5 Financial Analysis of an Agricultural Project

Project analysis is defined as an analytical system that compare costs with benefits to

determine if a proposed project, given the alternatives, will advance the objective of the

group from whose standpoint the analysis is being made sufficiently to justify

undertaking the project (Gittinger, 1982).

The financial aspect of project analysis uses market prices to value the costs and

benefits which are compared. No attempt is made to correct these prices for any

distortions in the markets for the inputs and outputs because project participants are only

concerned with the net benefits after taxes and subsidies, and loan and interest

repayments. Similarly, costs and benefits of the project felt by other people or imposed

on the physical environment that do show up are not included in the financial analysis of

the project (Perkins, 1994).

4.5.1 The objectives

The most important objective of financial analysis is to assess the financial effects the

project will have on all the participants of the projects. This assessment requires detailed

financial projections based on an analysis of each participant's current financial status
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and on a projection of his or her future financial performance as the project is

implemented. Another objective of financial analysis is to assess the likely response of

project participants to incentives. Further, financial analysis helps to work out a plan

that projects the financial situation and sources of funds of the various project

participants and of the project itself. Finally, on the basis of projections of the pattern of

financial accounts, analysis can help form a judgement about the complexity of financial

management required for the project and the capabilities of those who will manage the

project (Gittinger, 1982).

4.5.2 Valuation of project benefits in financial analysis

In financial analysis, the project's benefits equal the cash receipts actually received by

the project from the sale of goods or services it produces, or the market value equivalent

of home-consumed output in the case of non-marketed output.

If the project's output is sold in a competitive market, the market price will equal the

consumer's willingness to pay (WTP) for the product. In cases where the output of the

project is not marketed but consumed by the household, the price of a close substitute

will provide a good estimate. However, where the quality of the home-consumed item

differs fro that available in the market, necessary adjustments must be made (Perkins,

1994). In this study, the market price which is used for the financial analysis reflects

consumer's WTP since the price of soybean, like those of most food crops in Ghana, is

not controlled by Government. A second reason is that the crop is produced by small

holders who cannot influence market prices.

4.5.3 Valuation of project cost in financial analysis

The costs incurred are the expenditures made to establish and operate the projects. They

include capital costs; the costs of purchasing equipment, buildings, vehicles and

working capital, as well as their on-going operating costs for labour, raw material, fuel

and utilities. Input prices are valued using market prices.

Valuing labour: The actual amount paid for hired labour as wages or in kind is used

for the financial account. However, family labour is treated differently. Family labour is

valued at its opportunity cost, that is, the benefit the family must forgo to participate in

the project.

Valuing land: If it is purchased, the purchase price is shown as a cost in the financial

accounts. But when there is rent paid for the use of land for the project, then the rent is

shown as a cost. However, in situations where the farm family own the land and the
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project, and does not contemplate a change in land ownership but a change in land use,
then the cost of land is the value in its best alternative use (Gittinger, 1982).

Local and foreign cost: All costs are expressed in local currency. Foreign costs are

converted at the official exchange rate (Perkins, 1994).

Internal transport and handling costs: Project outputs are valued at the market price
received for them at the project gate. Transport cost from the project gate to the market
is, thus, subtracted from the wholesale price received in the market. On the other hand,
project inputs should be valued at their market cost at the project gate. Input price
would, therefore, include the transport and handling cost of getting them to the project
gate.

4.5.4 Treatment of transfer payments

Transfer payments directly or indirectly influence market prices, thus they are included
in financial analysis. For internationally traded commodities, tariffs on imports and
exports taxes and subsidies cause disparities between the world market price for a

commodity and its domestic market (farm-gate) price. The latter is used in financial
analysis of projects. If the domestic market price is set administratively and not allowed
to adjust to world prices, the relevant price is the administratively set price.

4.5.5 Catering for inflation

Inputs and outputs must all be values at either current (nominal) prices or constant (real)
prices. It is necessary to ensure that all the analysis is carried out in a consistent set of
prices, so that the total net value of the project ultimately calculated has a consistent
basis.

4.6 Economic Analysis of an Agricultural Project

When they allocate resources, governments frequently intend to pursue broader
objectives than merely the commercial profitability of their enterprises or investments.
In general, there is the wish to promote community welfare in the broad sense. Thus,
the rationale for most agricultural projects, to the society, is to maximise the
contribution a project makes to the national income. While financial analysis takes the

viewpoint of the individual participants, economic analysis deals with the whole

economy. Economic analysis is undertaken to determine the likelihood that a proposed

project will contribute significantly to the development of the total economy and that its

contribution will be enough to justify using the scarce resources it will need (Squire and
van der Tak, 1975).
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In general, economic analysis omits transfer payments, including credit transfers, and

values all items at their opportunity cost to the society, often at border prices for the

traded items. Financial prices of inputs and outputs are the starting point for economic

analysis. They are adjusted as needed to reflect the real value to the society as a whole

(Gittinger, 1982).

In financial analysis, as observed earlier, the numeraire, the common yardstick of

account, is the real income change of the project being analysed, valued in domestic

market prices and expressed in domestic currency. However, as a result of market

failure and government policy interventions, in both developed and developing

countries, market prices are often distorted. Thus, market prices do not always reflect

the true economic (scarcity) values of inputs and outputs. To correct for distortions in

market prices, shadow (economic) prices are the numeraire used in economic analysis.

This numeraire is the real, net economic income change valued at opportunity cost.

4.6.1 Relevant costs and benefits in economic analysis

Physical goods, labour and land: These are easily identified. However, their valuation

often raises problems which are discussed in the next subsection.

Contingency allowances: It is unrealistic to base project costs on the assumptions of

perfect knowledge and complete price stability. Sound project planning requires

provision to be made in advance for possible adverse changes in physical conditions and

prices that could increase project costs. Physical contingency allowances that may affect

project costs are included as part of project cost estimates. To the extent that price

contingency covers expected increases in relative prices of project items, it should be

included in the economic analysis. Any price contingency for domestic or foreign

inflation of the general price level should be excluded (Gittinger, 1982, p. 54).

Taxes: These are treated as costs in financial analysis but in economic analysis they are

transfer payments since they do not reduce the national income. Necessary adjustments

are thus made to eliminate taxes in economic analysis (Gittinger, 1982).

Debt service: Payment of interest on the repayment of capital are also considered as

transfer payments and are, therefore, omitted from the economic analysis.

Sunk Costs: These are costs incurred on the project prior to the period for which the

project is being appraised. Sunk costs are ignored in project analysis.
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Tangible benefits: Tangible benefits of agricultural projects are in the form of either

increased value of production or reduced cost. Unfortunately, the specific forms in

which they appear are not always obvious and raise problems for valuation. They could

appear as increased production, quality improvement, improved storage marketing

facilities that reduce seasonality and location of sale, and changes in product form

through grading and processing. Tangible benefits also include cost reduction through

mechanisation, reduced transport costs, reduction in post-harvest losses, among others.

Intangible costs and benefits: These include the creation of new job opportunities,

better health and reduced infant mortality, better nutrition, national integration and

national defense. Even though they are real and reflect true value, they do not lend

themselves to valuation. In most cases the costs associated with such benefits are

tangible. In so far as intangible benefits are important factors in project selection, it is

important that they are carefully identified even if valuation is impossible (Gittinger,

1982).

Externalities: These are secondary benefits created and costs incurred outside the

project itself. They are not directly felt by project participants nor the consumers of

products from the project and hence may not be reflected in the market price consumers

are willing to pay for it (Perkins, 1994). A major example is pollution. They must be

taken care of in the economic analysis of a project. Unfortunately, externalities are

sometimes difficult to identify and almost always difficult to measure. Whether or not

externalities can be quantified, they should at least be discussed in qualitative terms

(Little and Mirrlees, 1974).

4.6.2 Valuation of project benefits and costs in economic analysis

For most inputs and outputs, their valuation for economic analysis entails the

adjustment of their market price to economic value. This is a process generally referred

to as shadow pricing. The terms shadow, economic and accounting prices are

interchangeable (Perkins, 1994). Shadow pricing corrects for any divergence between

market and economic prices caused by market failure, government intervention,

externalities, public goods, and distributional considerations (Perkins, 1994). The

resulting adjusted price reflects the true opportunity cost of an input (its marginal social

cost), or people's willingness to pay for an output (its marginal social benefits).

Economic prices enable analysts to make precise judgements on changes in welfare. It is

generally assumed that a welfare improvement is defined as an increase in a country's
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real income per capita, where income is adjusted to measure people's willingness to

pay (WTP) for goods and services they consume, at international parity prices.

Harberger (1971) developed a methodology that can be applied to the shadow pricing of

traded and non-traded goods and also to primary and intermediary factors, including

labour, capital, land and foreign exchange.

4.6.3 Economic valuation of foreign exchange

The official exchange rate (OER), will be equal to the true economic value placed on

foreign exchange if it is able to move freely without intervention or control by the

government and if there is no rationing of foreign exchange, no tariffs or non-tariff

barriers on imports and taxes and subsidies on exports. However, in many countries,

distortions in the market for foreign exchange and traded goods often results in an

overvaluation of foriegn exchange. A country that has an overvalued exchange rate is

said to have a foreign exchange premium (FEP).

The FEP measures the extent to which the OER understates the true amount of local

currency that residents would be willing to pay for a unit of foreign exchange or the true

opportunity cost to the economy (Perkins, 1994). The premium on foreign exchange is

expressed mathematically as:

Total value of imports and exports in domestic currency
FEP =

Total value of trade in border prices

This premium is not adequately reflected when prices of traded goods are converted to

the domestic currency equivalent at the official exchange rate. Since all costs and

benefits in economic analysis are valued at their opportunity cost or WTP, it is the

relation between WTP for traded as opposed to non-traded goods that establishes their

relative value. By applying the FEP to traded goods, analysts are able to compare the

values of traded and non-traded goods by the criterion of opportunity cost or WTP

(Gittinger, 1974).

It must be recognised that the premium is actually for traded goods and that foreign

exchange itself has no intrinsic value. If traded goods are valued by simply multiplying

the broder price by the OER without adjusting for the FEP, imported items would

appear too cheap and domestic items too dear. This would encourage overinvestment in

projects that use imported inputs. It is, therefore, necessary to value imported and

domestic input at comparable prices.
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There are two equivalent approaches to correcting for any premium placed on foreign

exchange when valuing traded and non-traded goods in economic analysis. The first is

the shadow exchange rate approach proposed in the Guidelines for Project Evaluation

by UNIDO (1972) and the second is the Conversion Factor approach developed by

Little and Mirrlees (1974).

Shadow exchange rate approach: the shadow exchange rate (SER) is the official

exchange rate adjusted by the estimated premium. Thus,

SER = FEP x OER.

The SER indicates the opportunity cost of a unit of foreign exchange, at least in a

limited sense. It shows what the actual total cost or benefit is in terms of domestic

currency (given current distortions). The OER, on the other hand, only indicates part of

total cost and benefit. The SER can be considered the second-best equilibrium rate if the

structure of trade, trade policies and related distortions are sustainable in the forseeable

future. Relative to the first-best equilibrium rate, it is itself a distorted measure of

opportunity cost (Tsakok, 1990). The shadow exchange rate is used to convert the

foreign exchange price of traded items into domestic currency. The effect of using the

SER is to make traded items relatively more expensive in domestic currency by the

amount of the FEP. Thus, the numeraire used in this approach is the domestic price

(Perkins, 1994).

Conversion factor approach: This approach is increasingly gaining popularity. It was

elaborated and clarified by Squire and van der Tak (1975). With this approach, the OER

is used to convert foreign prices to border prices, and then the domestic prices are

adjusted with the standard conversion factor (SCF). The SCF is defined as:

SCF = OER / SER.

Thus 1
SER = x OER.

SCF

As noted,

Therefore,

SER

1

= FEP x OER.

FEP.
SCF
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or	 1
SCF =

FEP.

or	 OER
SCF .

SER.

4.6.4 Economic valuation of traded items

Traded items are those for which, if exports, have their f.o.b. price above the domestic
cost of production; and, if imports, have their domestic cost of production above the

c.i.f. price. Valuation of a traded item begins with the determination of the border price.
For an import, it is the c.i.f. price and for an export, the f.o.b. price. The border price is

then adjusted to allow for domestic transport and marketing costs between the points of
import or export and the project site (Gittinger, 1982).

Adjusting prices of imports: The calculation of the adjusted price depends on where in

the production-through-marketing chain the domestic producer competes with imports.
The two extremes are at the farm and at the port of entry. If the point of competition is
at the farm level, then the c.i.f. price is adjusted upwards (i.e., the cost of transport
handling, processing and marketing are added to the c.i.f. price). If the competition is at

the port of entry, then the c.i.f. price is not adjusted. However, if the point of
competition is at the wholesale market as is the case for import substitutes, one can
choose between two equivalents: first, one can adjust the c.i.f. price only; second, one
can adjust both the c.i.f. and the farm-gate prices up to this common intermediate point
(Perkins, 1994).

Adjusting prices of exports: It is the f.o.b. price of exports that is adjusted to correct

for price distortions. Adjustment to the f.o.b. price of a commodity is made as follows:

Adjusted	 observed	 handling	 transport	 processing
border	 =	 border	 - costs at -	 costs from - and marketing
price	 price	 the border	 to the border margins from farm

to the border.

4.6.5 Economic valuation of non-traded items

Non-traded items are those goods and services for which the domestic cost of
production is less than the c.i.f. price and greater than the f.o.b. price. They also include
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those items that have import bans, quotas and the like placed on them through

government intervention.

Valuing labour: Some labour can be regarded as traded but normally labour inputs

have to be treated as non-traded goods. Most people cannot travel freely between

countries to sell their labour so it is not possible to directly set a border price for most

types of labour, hence it is a form of non-traded primary product (Perkins, 1994).

The price of labour in a perfectly competitive market is determined by its marginal

value product (MVP). That is the value of an additional product that one additional

labourer would produce. A farmer would hire an additional labourer only if the extra

labourer increases total output by a value more than the wage the farmer had to pay

(Gittinger, 1982, p. 258). In other words, the farmer would ideally not pay more than the

true economic cost of employing that labourer. The true economic cost of employing

labour is known as the shadow wage rate.

In many developing countries, where rural labour is abundant, it is during the peak

farming seasons that most rural workers can find employment. During such periods, the

market wage paid for rural labour is probably a good estimate of its opportunity cost and

its MVP. The market wage could then be accepted as the economic value of the rural

labour. However, except for the peak season, the MVP of rural labour in most

developing countries is less than the market wage rate. Rural wages may be above the

MVP because of legislated rural minimum wages, centralised wage fixing, restrictive

union practices or because of the traditional concept of a "proper" wage (Perkins,

1994).

Skilled labour in developing countries is often in scarce supply and is likely to be fully

employed even without the project being considered. The wage rate for skilled labour is,

therefore, said to represent the true MVP of these workers and they are entered at their

market values in economic analysis. Unfortunately, this convention of accepting market

wages as a good estimate of economic values may substantially undervalue some skilled

labour or the management skills of extension specialists and project managers.

In the presence of labour market distortions, as is always the case with an unskilled and

semi-skilled labour force, the market wage rate that a project is forced to pay exceeds

the true economic cost of employing the labourer. One way of correcting for labour

price distortion is to use direct calculations of the market value of the output forgone by

employing labour on the project. The problem with this approach is that it is time
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consuming and will not usually be adopted unless there is no parallel free labour market
from which shadow wages may be deduced. In addition, other adjustments may be
necessary to ensure that the calculated shadow wage rate reflects the true cost to the
economy (Perkins, 1994).

A good estimate of the annual shadow wage for agricultural labour is the number of

days in the year when most rural labour can be expected to find employment multiplied
by the daily wage rate at such times, and reduced by a conversion factor if appropriate
(Peter, 1993).

Often, parallel to the formally protected labour market, there is a labour market that is
relatively 'unprotected'. That is, it may not have any minimum wage legislation, no
significant unionisation and wage fixing in general may not exist or be enforced. In such
a situation, an alternative approach to calculate forgone output may be to use wages
prevailing in this unprotected sector as a measure of the social opportunity cost of
employing labour on the project (Harberger, 1972).

In most farming households where family labour is used, family members receive
incomes related to their average rather than their marginal product.

Valuing land: The opportunity cost of land is the net value of production forgone when

the use of the land is changed from its without-project use to its with-project use. If
there is a freely operating market for land, the market price for land should reflect the
demand price that people are willing to pay (i.e., its opportunity cost). However, in
cases of distortions in markets for land, capital, foreign exchange or goods, it is
necessary to adjust the market price of land to determine its opportunity (economic) cost
(Perkins, 1994).

Gittinger (1982) identified different scenarios under which land can be valued. First,
there could be a change in land use but not management control, either because an
owner-operator is farming the land or because the same tenant continues to farm it. In
this circumstance, the incremental net benefit of the project in economic terms will
include an allowance for the net value of production forgone by changing the land use.

Converting project financial prices to economic values automatically revalues the
opportunity cost of the change in land use from financial to economic terms.

Another scenario is one in which there is some cost from the acquisition of land through
purchase or acquiring the right to use it. The financial account must show a cost for such
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purchase or acquisition of the right to use it. Unfortunately, in many countries, land is
rarely sold and, when it is, considerations of investment security and prestige may push
its price well above what it is expected to contribute to agricultural production. In this
instance, the market price for land may not reflect the opportunity cost of the land. The

rental value of land then provides an alternative and a relatively more efficient measure
of the opportunity cost of land.

In some instances, neither the purchase price nor the rental value is a good estimate of
the economic (opportunity) cost of land. In this case the analyst would have to make a

direct estimate of the production capacity of the land. The task is not difficult if idle
land is to be used since the production forgone would clearly be zero.

In other cases, the direct estimation of the net value of production forgone for bringing
the land into the project is not that simple. One approach is to take the gross value of the
land's output at market prices and deduct all the costs of production. The residual can
then be said to represent the contribution of land to the production of output (ie, the
opportunity cost of land in financial terms). The value computed is then converted into
an economic value. Evidently, this approach is cumbersome.

Perkins (1994) indicates two approaches to the economic valuation of land: the border
and domestic price approach. In the first approach, the market price of land is converted
into its border price equivalent if there is a freely operating market for land near the

location of the project. The conversion factor of land should equal the ratio of the border
price to the domestic market price of the output that the land produces. It is only when
there is no freely operating market for land in the vicinity of the project, or in similar
locations in the country, that it is necessary to directly estimate the opportunity cost of
the land in a similar manner as indicated by Gittinger (1982).

The economic cost of land can also be measured in adjusted domestic prices if this
approach is being used to incorporate the foreign exchange premium.

Tradables but non-traded items: It is important for analysts to make a distinction

between tradable and non-tradable goods when dealing with non-traded goods because
they have different opportunity benchmarks. While tradeables can be imported or

exported, non-tradeables cannot be imported or exported. The essential difference is

the extent to which a commodity's domestic price formation is influenced by the world

market for that commodity. The distinction is useful so long as one can assume limited

substitutability between non-tradables and tradables within the time horizon relevant for
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the analysis. The lower the degree of substitution between non-tradables and tradables,

the more important is the need to distinguish between them and vice versa.

Those items that are tradable but non-traded are valued as non-traded items. Their

domestic price invariably rise high above the prevailing world market price. Such items

would usually be imported were it not for an import quota or an outright ban placed on

them.

4.6.6 Valuing intangible costs and benefits

The methodology outlined for converting financial prices to economic values is only

appropriate for tangible costs and benefits. Intangible costs and benefits raise difficult

issues of valuation. Even though the costs or benefits of intangibles are agreed to be

valuable, they are virtually impossible to value satisfactorily in monetary terms

(Gittinger, 1982).

Economists have tried to find means to value intangible items and incorporate them into

their valuation system. For example, benefits from education have been valued by

comparing the earnings of an educated man with those of an uneducated man, and

health and sanitation benefits have been valued via the number of hours of lost work

avoided by decreasing the incidence of disease (Perkins, 1994).

The problem with valuing intangibles is that they generally underestimate the value of

intangibles. In fact, the methodological approaches used turn out to be unreliable and

open to serious question. However, when considering projects in which intangible

benefits are important, the least a project analyst can do is to identify them. Very often,

such benefits can be quantified (e.g., number of lives saved, number of jobs created,

and number of students to be enrolled).

In the contemporary practice of project analysis in developing countries, the main

method used to deal with intangible benefits is to determine, on a present worth basis,

the least expensive alternative combinations of tangible costs that will realise the same

intangible benefits. This is known as the "least-cost combination" or "cost

effectiveness" approach. This approach is most appropriate for agricultural projects in

which major investment is in extension, rural water supply, research, agricultural

education, or rural health improvement.
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4.6.7 Valuing externalities

Once the externalities generated by a project have been identified, it is necessary to put

some monetary value on them to enable their inclusion in the project's cash flow. One

way of incorporating externalities in the cash flow is by internalising the externality.

This can be done via re-designing the project, through compensation or by taxation and

subsidies (Perkins, 1994).

Sometimes it is not technically possible or socially desirable to internalise an externality

associated with a project. Under such circumstances, it is necessary to value the

externality either directly or indirectly for inclusion in the project's economic cash flow.

Examples of direct methods of valuing externalities are the preventative expenditure

approach, replacement cost approach, changes of earnings or human capital approach,

and measuring production changes. In cases where the externality is very difficult to

measure, the opportunity-cost approach can be used to assess the difference between

the NPV of the project that generates the externality and the NPV of the next best

alternative project. The difference between the NPVs of the two projects is the

opportunity cost of the externality (Perkins, 1994).

In addition to the use of directly observed prices, other approaches have been used to

measure indirectly the externalities related to environmental amenities. Two of such

approaches are the hedonic pricing and travel-cost approaches (Perkins, 1994). These

approaches for valuing externalities are not discussed because they are beyond the scope

of this study.

4.7 Sensitivity Analysis

Up to this point, it has been assumed that project input and output of prices and

quantities are known with certainty, and can be included directly into the estimated cash

flow of the project. In reality, there is considerable uncertainty regarding the estimated

prices and quantities of major project inputs and outputs. Uncertainty about the value of

such important variables is likely to have a major impact on decision-makers'

perceptions of the project's viability. Project analysts are expected to handle such

uncertainty within the rational framework provided by cost-benefit analysis so that it

can be accounted for in project selection.

One way of handling uncertainty in BCA is to conduct a sensitivity analysis. It entails

varying key parameter values, singularly or in combinations, to determine the impact of
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such manipulations on the project's worth. The main use of sensitivity analysis is to

identify which variables will have the greatest impact on explaining the level and

dispersal of a project's worth (Perkins, 1994).

4.7 Limitations of the Method of Analysis

The DRC ratio cannot be used to choose between mutually exclusive projects if both

use less domestic resources to earn a unit of foreign exchange than the country, on the

average, is willing to pay for it. This is because the DRC ratio only identifies which of

the alternatives is the most economical in its use of domestic resources when it

generates one unit of foreign exchange and does not indicate which project generates the

greatest net benefit for the country (Perkins, 1994).

In addition, the DRC approach to project analysis was developed initially to overcome

the problem of determining the true opportunity costs of the exchange rate (i.e., the

shadow exchange rate). Unfortunately, if an economic analysis is undertaken, the use of

the DRC methodology does not overcome the need to determine the SER.



5 Empirical Analysis

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is essentially to estimate the economic (social) and financial

(private) profitability, as well as comparative (dis)advantage, of soybean production in

Ghana. The DRC approach via the PAM framework is used for the analysis. Since the

DRC approach is a simplified version of the benefit-cost approach to project evaluation,

an attempt is made in this chapter to follow the analytical procedure for project analysis

discussed in the preceding chapter. An even more important reason for adapting this

analytical procedure is the fact that estimates from financial and economic analysis form

the essential variables for the construction of a Policy Analysis Matrix (PAM).

It is important to note that while benefit-cost analysis (BCA) discounts streams of costs

and benefits to a present value, DRC analysis takes a snap-shot of costs and benefits

(Peter, 1993). Using average commodity faun budgets as basic elements in the

calculation of DRC, costs and benefits accrued in one particular year (1994) are

analysed at both the farm and national economy levels. The use of a year's data for the

analysis implicity assumes a static equilibrium condition in the Ghanaian soybean

industry. This forms the basis of the difference between this study and that of a typical

project analysis.

Sensitivity of results obtained from the analysis are also determined for alternative

prices of land, labour, the product and official foreign exchange rate.

5.2 Data and Data Sources

In situations where primary research cannot be conducted because of physical, legal or

cost limitations, secondary data are used as the sole basis for a research (Emory and

Cooper, 1991). In this study secondary data are used due to various limiting factors

including distance, duration of the study and cost.

For the analysis, data on farm budgets were obtained from the Crop Services and

Extension Services Departments of the Ghanaian Ministry of Food and Agriculture.
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Data for 1994 are used as a good representation of current data since government policy

on food crops in Ghana has not changed in the past couple of years (ISSER, 1993).

Moreover, data from the Ministry indicate that the quantity of farm production inputs

used are relatively stable over time and price changes follow the general trend of

inflation. It is also observed that variability in the yield of food crops is very much

influenced by weather conditions.

It is for the same reasons noted above that an investigation into responses to changes in

certain key variables becomes necessary. For example, what happens if the price of

labour or land changes?

In cases where information for 1994 is sketchy or unavailable, data from earlier years

are adjusted to ensure consistency. Other sources of secondary data used are the

Ghanaian Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning and publications from ISSER,

the Bank of Ghana and International Institutions such as the FAO.

5.3 Empirical Construction of PAMs for Commodity Systems

According to Monke and Pearson (1989), the procedure for constructing the PAM can

be better understood by rewriting the letter entries of PAM in terms of price and

quantity variable as follows:

Revenues Tradable Inputs Domestic Factors Profit
Private PD IpiDgiD IwiDijD TED

Social pS EpiSqiS Iw.Si.S
)	 .) ?CS

where P = price of output;

pi = price of tradable input i;

qi = quantity of i per unit of output;

•w = price of domestic factor input j;J

1J. = quantity of j per unit of output; and

TC = profit.

Superscript D is used to indicate the value of a variable observed under existing market

(private) price and superscript S denotes the value of the variable when estimated at

economic (social) price.
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Even though the PAM as illustrated above describes costs and revenues as values per

unit of output, the matrix values can be presented as values per hectare, values per farm,

or in terms of any other unit of observation. Estimations in this study will be on per

hectare basis.

The first major task in the construction of a PAM for a commodity system is to identify

a representative system. Next, observable data for prices, output levels and input used

are collected and the first line of the PAM is estimated. This second task is a process

known as financial analysis. Third, the prices and quantities observed are modified to

reflect the social values appropriate to the second line of the matrix. Monke and Pearson

(1989) noted that the social prices may be observed directly by using world prices of

tradable outputs and inputs, or derived indirectly through the use of information on

market distortions.

The procedure used in the study to accomplish the tasks mentioned above is presented

in the following subsections.

5.31 Identification and definition of the representative commodity system

Monke and Pearson (1989) identified four activities that form an agricultural

commodity system - farm production, delivery from farm to processor, processing, and

delivery from processor to the wholesale market. They indicated that PAMs for

commodity systems were normally composites of PAMs for each activity in the system.

In this study the representative commodity system identified is that of soybean in the

Northern Savannah Zones of Ghana. Soybean production in this region, like in all other

areas, is done by smallholders who use traditional labour intensive methods of

production. The region has been selected for the study not only because it is the area

that receives most of the government support but also because data are readily available.

Moreover, in the absence of a specific policy for soybean in Ghana, the effect of the

macroeconomic policies that dictate the current economic conditions is not likely to

differ across systems.

The major activities identified for the commodity system under investigation are farm-

level production, processing and marketing (i.e., transportation and distribution).

However, the only activity of interest to the study and for which a PAM will be

constructed is the farm-level production. Even though critical policy issues and

incentives effects may be entailed in the post-farm activities, time, costs, and data

constraints do not permit post-farm studies in this instance.
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5.3.2 Private and social prices of major output

The major tradable commodities from soybean are the bean, soybean meal/cake and

soybean oil. Considering the activity (farm-level production) being investigated in this

study, the tradable commodity of main interest is the bean. The private price of the bean

is its average market price. Unfortunately, the bean is not a traded commodity in Ghana,

so its social price is estimated by using comparable world prices as its border price. The

estimated border price is converted into domestic currency by multiplying by the SER

to correct the distortions in the market, after which transport and handling costs are

added.

5.3.3 Prices of tradable inputs

Seeds and agro-chemicals, mainly fertilizer and pesticides are the major traded goods

easily identified. There is the need to decompose non-traded inputs into tradable

elements and non-traded primary factors as suggested by Monke and Pearson (1989).

Even though this task demands detailed information, most of which is not available for

this study, an attempt is made at decomposing tractor services into that of traded

elements (fuel, machines,) and non-traded primary factors (labour). While the market

price of a tradable input constitutes the private price, the social price is the c.i.f. price

plus adjustments in domestic transport and handling costs. In the case of the machine

component of tractor services, the existing rental charge is used since the machine is not

owned by the farmer.

5.3.4 Establishing prices for non-tradable factors

Non-traded factors are domestic factors for which the domestic cost of production is less

than the c.i.f. price and greater than the f.o.b. price. Non-tradable items used for the

production of soybean in Ghana are labour, land and capital.

The observed agricultural wages by type of activity obtained in the region is used to

value family and hired labour in the financial analysis. It is also assumed in this study

that the economic price of labour is equal to the financial wage rate, since the existence

of inter-regional migration suggests that rural labour markets adjust to changes in labour

demands.

The private price of land is the actual rental rate. In this assessment, the shadow price of

land which is its social price is derived from earnings in alternative crops. The best

alternative use of the land would be for groundnut production. Available data on
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groundnut production is therefore used for the estimation of the social price of land used

for soybean production.

Following the procedure used by Akrasanee and Wattananukit (1976), the direct capital

cost of soybean production is the opportunity cost of funds invested in its production

(i.e., the rate of return on the invested capital). The 1994 annual rate of interest paid by

soybean farmers is used in the financial analysis, while the annual rate of interest of the

entire rural financial market is used for economic analysis.

Intangible costs and benefits and externalities are only discussed in qualitative terms.

This is because data and time constraints do not allow for their quantitative estimation

and inclusion in the cash-flow analysis. Because the study is based on a single year's

data, contingency costs are ignored.

5.4 Financial Analysis of Soybean Production in Ghana

Using average commodity farm budgets as the basic element in the calculations, private

(financial) profitability of soybean production at the farm level is estimated on a per

hectare basis.

The main objective is to calculate the values of the first row of the PAM for soybean

production in Ghana. This not only helps to derive the net financial (private) profit but

also enables the estimation of the financial DRC of the activity being investigated.

Financial analysis, in effect, provides a means to accomplish the first and third

objectives of the study stated in the Chapter 1. The net financial profit (NFP) is

estimated by using the following formula:

NFP = (Yield x Farmgate Price) - (Total Production Costs) in finanacial terms

The formula used for estimating the financial DRC using the estimated PAM is:

Domestic Factor Costs ( in financial terms)
Financial DRC =

Tradable Outputs - Tradable Inputs ( in financial terms)

5.4.1 Valuation of inputs and outputs

Inputs and outputs are valued at the 1994 nominal prices, and the currency used is the

Ghanaian Cedi (C). In cases where data for 1994 are not available, data for earlier years
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are adjusted accordingly to ensure that the analysis is carried out in a consistent set of

prices and caters for inflation. A summary of input and output values in financial terms

is provided in Appendix 5.1.

Output: The observed wholesale price of a 100 kg bag of soybean is C27 462 and the

yield per hectare is 12 bags (1200kg). The total transport and handling cost for a bag of

soybean from the farm to the market is estimated to be C833. Thus the average farmgate

price for a 100 kg bag is C26 629.

Land: The rental value of land is used for the analysis and this is C 12000/ha/yr.

Labour: Family labour is the major farm labour used. However, family labour is

occasionally supplemented with hired labour. Irrespective of the type of labour used, the

market price of hired labour is used in this study. The price of labour for the various

activities it performed on the farm differ and this is considered in the financial analysis.

In addition to labour used for planting, weeding, agro-chemical application, harvesting,

drying and shelling, labour components in tractor services such as ploughing and

harrowing, are also accounted for. However, in order to avoid double counting, the

labour component in transport cost is ignored since it has been subtracted from the

wholesale price to give the farmgate price.

Capital: As part of the government's support for the production of the crop, an interest

rate of 20 percent is charged on two-thirds of the cost.

Seed: The observed price used for the analysis is C400/kg and 50 kg is required for a

hectare.

Agro-chemicals: Even though soybean fixes atmospheric nitrogen into the soil, its

initial growth requires 20kg of NPK 15-15-15 per hectare. The average retail price to

soybean farmers is taken as the financial cost of agro-chemicals. The average price of

NPK 15-15-15 paid by soybean farmers was observed to be C254/kg during the year

under investigation. Thus total cost of fertilizer per hectare was C5080. Pesticides are

used at the rate of 2.5L/ha and its retail price was observed to be C21 000/L, making the

total private cost of pesticides C52 500/ha. The calculations for the financial profit and

DRCis given in Appendix 5.2
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5.5 Economic Analysis of Soybean Production in Ghana

The economic analysis entails the empirical estimation of social costs and returns. It is

the most complicated task in the construction of the PAM. Empirical estimates of social

prices of inputs and outputs are never exact, even for the best-understood economies

(Monke and Pearson, 1989). However, economic analysts must ensure that

approximations of social costs and returns are sufficiently close to their true values to

allow useful insights from research findings.

The objective of economic analysis in this study is to estimate the values of the second

row of the PAM for soybean production in Ghana. This is a means to measure the net

social (economic) profit and the economic DRC. This task helps to accomplish the

second and fourth objectives for study as listed in chapter one.

The net social profit (NSP) is estimated by using the following formula:

NSP = (Yield x Border Price) - (Total Production Costs) in economic terms.

The economic DRC ratio is derived from the estimated PAM using the following

formula:

Domestic Factor Cost in economic terms
DRC =

(Tradable Inputs) - (Tradable Output) in economic terms

5.5.1 The shadow exchange rate

The values of all the variables in the PAM must be in domestic currency. Thus the

border price or world prices of traded items are converted into domestic currency. For

economic analysis the exchange rate used for the conversion must necessarily reflect the

opportunity cost of a unit of foreign exchange. This exchange rate is known as the

shadow exchange rate (SER).

The SER is defined mathematically as:

SER =	 FEP x OER.
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For this study, the foreign exchange premium (FEP) is estimated by dividing the total

value of trade at the blackmarket rate of foreign exchange (BMER) by the total volume

of trade at the official exchange rate (OER). Thus:

Value of exports and import at BMER
FEP =

Value of exports and imports at the OER

An examination of the foreign exchange statistics in Appendix 5.3 indicate that, since

1993, when Ghana introduced a national structural adjustment program, and initiated a

series of fiscal and monetary policy reforms, the difference between the blackmarket

exchange rate and the OER has reduced steadily. The FEP has also fallen to almost one

since 1991. Information from the Ghanaian Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning

indicate that the foreign exchange premium is currently estimated to be one. The SER

used in this study is, therefore, equal to the OER (i.e., C960 per US$1).

5.5.2 Valuing relevant costs and benefits

Tradable inputs: Their social valuation entails calculation of their world price or world

price equivalents for the domestic products. Seed, fertilizer and pesticides are the inputs

considered to be tradable, just as was observed for the financial analysis.

Data on Ghana's trade were sketchy or unavailable. Comparable world prices are,

therefore, estimated from trade data in publications by the United Nations. These prices

are adjusted for international transport and insurance costs to reflect the c.i.f. import

price for Ghana. The c.i.f. price is then converted into domestic currency, using the

shadow exchange rate (SER). The next step is to add the handling and transport costs

from the border to the farm.

The world price of soybean seed is estimated by adjusting the f.o.b. prices of soybean

from the United States (US) to Africa. The f.o.b. price in the US is used in this study

because, not only does the US produce nearly 70 percent of the world's soybean but

also, it is the only country that trades in soybean with East and West African countries

(United Nations, 1994). Using available information on soybean cake/meal imports in

Ghana and its f.o.b. price into the US, its average transport and insurance costs from the

US to Ghana is estimated to be US$125.00/t. It is assumed that the soybean would

attract the same transport and insurance cost so it is added to the f.o.b. price of the US

soybean export to developing Africa. The c.i.f. price of soybean in Ghana is then
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estimated to be US$362.72/t which is converted to the Ghanaian currency, using the

SER. This estimated border price is adjusted by adding transport and handling costs.

Subsidies on agricultural inputs in Ghana have been eliminated since 1987 and, in 1991,

the importation and wholesale trade of agricultural inputs have been privatised. The

Ghanaian Government has also relinquished its control on fertilizer distribution margins

since 1993 (ISSER, 1994). For these reasons, the current observed market price of

fertilizer is assumed to be a fair representation of the economic price of fertilizer. The

price used for the economic analysis is C316.8/kg.

Like fertilizer, the economic price of pesticide is assumed to be equivalent to its market

price. Thus, C52 500/ha is used for the economic analysis. Considering the taxes on fuel

and machinery, their social cost is assumed to be 1.4 times the financial cost.

Domestic factors: The economic price of labour is assumed to be equal to its financial

price for three reasons. First, the existence of inter-regional rural-labour migration

suggests that the rural labour adjusts to changes in rural-labour demand. Secondly,

legislated minimum-wage rates are completely ignored. Finally, farm labour in Ghana is

not taxed either because farm labour, by legislation, is not taxed or tax regulations are

ignored.

The social land rental value is measured as the value of the land in its most profitable

alternative use. It has been observed that groundnut production represents the most

profitable alternative use in this instance. The social cost of land for soybean production

is represented by the social profit from groundnut production. Using information from

the Crops Services Department of the Ghanaian Ministry of Agriculture, the estimated

net benefit from growing groundnut is C142 667/ha/yr. Because groundnut production

in the country receives no support from the government nor is it taxed, being a food

crop, this net benefit is assumed to be close to the social profit.

Currently, the commercial banks' interest rate for loans to finance agricultural

enterprises is among the highest in the country as the sector's activities have been

placed in the high risk category (ISSER, 1992). The official annual interest rate on

lendings to the sector was 36.5 percent in 1994. Incidentally, small scale farmers have

depended largely on informal credit sources which demand higher interest rates (i.e.,

between 50 and 100 percent) (ISSER, 1992). The fact that the informal credit sources

remain the major source for agricultural credit is an indication of the fact that they
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charge more realistic and relatively more efficient interest rates. For this reason, the
social opportunity cost of invested funds has been approximated to be 60 percent.

Tradable output: The social value of production is the f.o.b. price of soybean in

Ghana. The country does not export soybean products so the f.o.b. price in the US is
used for the analysis. It is assumed that, being a large country that produces nearly 70
percent of the world's soybean, the US is able to influence world prices of soybean.
Thus the social price of the product is US$237.72/t (US$0.238/kg).

Intangible benefits and externalities: Even though intangible benefits and

externalities are identified, no attempt is made at valuing them. The benefits derived
from the production of the crop are listed below.

• Soybean has contributed significantly to the nutrition requirements of the people.
• The production of the crop has provided an avenue for diversifying farming systems

in the savannah region which was previously characterised by continuous cropping of

cereals.
• Its production has encouraged the Ghanaian Government to support research into the

development of acceptable soybean products.
• Soybean production has provided farmers with a new option that has the advantage

of a fairly low incidence of disease and insect problems.
• It has also encouraged the education of Ghanaians on the economic and nutritional

benefits of soybean utilization.
• Its ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen into the soil reduces the usage and cost of

nitrogen fertilizer for the crops with which soybean is intercropped or rotated.

The calculations of social profitability and DRC are made using information
summarised in Appendix 5.4 and the step-by-step calculations are shown in Appendix
5.5.

5.6 Sensitivity Analysis

To evaluate the sensitivity of the DRC to the assumptions and errors, elasticities of the

DRC with respect to the opportunity cost of domestic factors, the world price of

soybean and the exchange rate are calculated by assuming a 10 percent change in the

specific parameters. The sensitivity analysis is also intended to help determine which

variables have the greatest impact on the level and dispersal of comparative advantage

of soybean production in Ghana.
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A DRC elasticity is defined as the percentage change in DRC resulting from a one

percent change in a parameter. It is expressed as a ratio of percentage change in the

DRC relative to the percentage change in the parameter of interest. Thus:

Percentage Change in DRC
DRC elasticity = 

Percentage Change in a Parameter

Expressed in this form, the larger the elasticity the more sensitive are the results to the

measurement error and the greater the influence of the relevant parameter on the DRC

coefficient.

The calculation of elasticity begins with an increase in the parameter of interest by an

arbitrary percentage. The DRC is then recalculated and compared to the initial value to

estimate the change in the DRC. The ratio of the two percentage changes gives the

elasticity estimate.

5.6.1 The opportunity cost of domestic factors

Because of the large contribution of land and family labour in the Ghanaian farming

system, it is critical that the social costs of these inputs be accurately reflected in the

cost structures of the activity being evaluated. An estimation of the sensitivity of the

DRC to these inputs would give an idea about the extent to which errors in their

estimation can affect conclusions from the findings and decision based on them.

5.6.2 The exchange rate

The shadow exchange rate used for economic analysis is estimated to be equivalent to

the official exchange rate in Ghana. The official exchange rate in the country has been

rising at a remarkable rate within the past decade and the trend is anticipated to continue

for the next few years. It is, therefore, necessary to investigate if future changes in the

official exchange rate are likely to change the DRC ratio and the comparative

(dis)advantage of soybean production in Ghana.

5.7 Assumptions

The empirical analysis of the present study is based on the following assumptions:

(i)	 There is no wastage in the output at the farm level of the soybean commodity

system in Ghana.
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(ii) Secondary data used are accurate enough to give a true reflection of the

current socio-economic structure.

(iii) The data of the year of study (1994) are representative of costs incurred and

benefits gained in the short to medium term.

In addition to these assumptions are those general assumptions, applicable to the DRC

approach, which have been listed in Section 2.4.2.

5.8 Limitations of the Analysis

Food crop yields are not always a good measure of returns to production. In situations

where there are significant levels of post-harvest losses at the farm level, returns to

production are much lower than the yield times the unit price of output.

Another limitation of the analysis is that it is difficult to assess the accuracy of the

information obtained from secondary sources because one knows little about the

research design or the conditions under which the research took place. Moreover,

secondary sources of data do not always meet one's specific needs since they are

materials collected by others for their specific purposes.

Third, the use of observed world prices in the absence of actual import and exports may

not reflect the impacts of the domestic country's market power. Even when the traded

prices are available they may not reflect international competitive equilibrium prices

(Brown and Goldin, 1992).

Further, the DRC formula is biased against activities that rely heavily on domestic

factors (land and labour). It overstates the relative profitability of activities that make

intensive use of tradable inputs and understates the profitability of domestic factor-

intensive traditional systems (Masters and Winter-Nelson, 1995). They argued that the

social cost- benefit ratio (SCB) is a superior measure for social profitability and

produces activity rankings that are consistent with maximising social profitabilty.

Finally, the analysis is deterministic. It does not account for risk in spite of the fact that

Ghanaian farmers, like their counterparts in the developing world are very risk averse.

In fact, farmers' aversion to risk is even higher when the crop is relatively new, like it is

in the case of soybean in Ghana. One main problem with sensitivity analysis, used in

handling uncertainty, is that variable are not varied by standard amounts. Rather, they

are varied by a randomly selectedpercentage values. If, despite testing quite large
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variations in the magnitude of various sensitive parameters, the activity being

investigated still has a comparative advantage it can be considered quite robust in the

face of plausible risk.

Two main forms of uncertainty are associated with agricultural trade. First, there are

climatic inputs in the production process which are stochastic and not under the farmers'

control. Second, future international prices are uncertain. A study by Jabara and

Thompson (1980) revealed that, under risk aversion, the expected utility maximising

output bundle is not that generated under free trade, even after correcting for domestic

distortions. They argued that expected utility is maximised at the output bundle at which

domestic prices are distorted away from the international term of trade by the subjective

cost, assuming risk aversion, associated with the international price uncertainty.

Considering these limitations, one must be careful when drawing conclusions and/or

making suggestions for policy decisions.



6 Discussion of Results, Policy implications and
Recommendations

6.1 Introduction

Results of the empirical analysis are discussed in this chapter, beginning with a
presentation of the results in a matrix. This is followed with an interpretation of the

results in relation to the hypotheses of the study. Results of the sensitivity analysis are
also discussed together with their implications.

The next task is to identify the implications of the findings for policy decisions. Based
on the policy implications, a few recommendations are made in the final section of the

chapter.

6.2 Presentation and Interpretation of Results

Findings from the financial and economic analyses have been used to construct a PAM
for soybean production in Ghana in 1994 which is presented in Table 6.1. The values
are in Ghanaian Cedis (C) per hectare. The PAM framework lends itself to the

estimation of divergences between the private and social (economic) values and these
are termed as Policy Effects in the PAM table.

Table 6.1: PAM of Soybean Production in Ghana (per ha basis)

Tradable output Tradable inputs Domestic factors Profits

Private 319 548 118 580 116 763 84 205

Social 273 853 133 646 431 826 -291 619

Policy Effects _	 45 695 -15 066 -315 063 375 824

Source: Derived from Appendices 5.1 and 5.4.

6.2.1 Private profitability

The private profit is the private value of tradable output (C319 548/ha), less the private
value of tradable inputs and domestic factors (C235 343/ha). In the base year (1994), the
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representative soybean production received a positive private (financial) profit of C84

205/ha. The financial profitability obtained indicates that soybean production in Ghana

is financially viable, given the prevailing input and output prices, technologies, and

government policies. From this observation, the first null hypothesis - producing

soybean is financially unprofitable in Ghana under the current socio-economic structure

- is rejected. Under the assumptions of the analysis, the existing socio-economic

structure in the country provides an avenue for excess private revenue for soybean

farmers.

6.2.2 Social profitability

Social profitability is an efficiency measure because costs and benefits are valued at

prices that reflect social opportunity costs. Profitability, while obtained by individuals,

was not obtained by the economy. The negative social (economic) profit of C291 619/ha

indicates that soybean production in Ghana does not contribute to the national income,

rather it detracts. This implies that scarce resources are not being used efficiently. The

lesson emerging from the social analysis is that the economy's resources are

misallocated in the production of soybean.

Within reasonable assumptions, the second null hypothesis - producing soybean is

economically unprofitable in Ghana under the existing social structure - is not rejected.

6.2.3 The DRC ratios

A DRC ratio of less than one shows the existence of comparative advantage in the

activity under investigation. A financial ratio of 0.58 obtained from the calculation in

Appendix 5.2, being less than one, indicates that the representative soybean production

in Ghana is competitive. Given the existing support, soybean farmers in Ghana are

efficient in producing the crop under current socio-economic conditions. Given this

estimate, the third null hypothesis - Ghana has a comparative disadvantage in financial

terms to produce soybean - is rejected.

Under all the reasonable sets of assumptions soybean production in Ghana was proved

to be inefficient. An economic DRC ratio of 3.08, obtained from the analysis and

presented in Appendix 5.5, is greater than one. It indicates that Ghana has a comparative

disadvantage in the production of soybean. The opportunity cost of its domestic

resource use is more than the net foreign exchange it saves from the domestic

production of the crop. Thus, the Ghanaian economy loses foreign exchange from local

production of soybean. The results of the analysis imply that the economy is not

efficient nor internationally competitive in the production of soybean. The fourth null
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hypothesis as stated in Chapter 1 - that Ghana has a comparative disadvantage in

economic terms to produce soybean - is not rejected.

6.2.4 Policy Effects

As indicated in Table 6.2, there are divergences between the estimated private and

social values for Ghanaian soybean production. These divergences arise from two types

of influence: government policies and the market's failure to bring about an efficient

allocation of resources. Thus, the highest level of income is not generated. Because

failures in the market are difficult to identify empirically, the effects of the two types of

influences are not separated in this study. Rather, they are termed as policy effects. This

is because they exist either as a result of government policy or as a result of

government's inability to introduce and implement efficient policies to correct market

failures.

The output transfer (i.e., divergence in output values) of C45 695/ha shows that the

private price and hence the value was higher than the efficiency valuation of the

commodity. At such a relatively high private price, it is not surprising that the demand

for soybean in Ghana is poor. Too many domestic resources were used to produce a

commodity which could be imported cheaply.

In contrast, private values of tradable inputs were lower than their social values. Hence,

there was a negative divergence of C 15 066/ha. The divergence can be attributed to

government's support for the crop which enabled soybean farmers to buy inputs (e.g.,

improved seeds and fertiliser) at subsidised prices.

The negative divergence of C315 063/ha between private and social values for domestic

factors is remarkable. This situation arises because private values for some domestic

factors were well below their social values. Government subsidy on credit to soybean

farmers contributed significantly to the divergence between private and social values of

domestic factors. The social opportunity cost of capital was estimated to be 60 percent

while the actual interest rate being paid by soybean farmers was 20 percent on one-third

of total cost. Another domestic factor which had a higher social cost value than its

private value, and contributed to the estimated negative divergence of C315 063/ha, was

land.

Monke and Pearson (1989) suggest that the existence of labour market failure in

developing countries is the rule rather than the exception. The rule, however, did not

hold for the labour market in this study since the private value was taken as a reasonable
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indicator of its social value for reasons noted in Section 5.5.2. Thus, there was no

divergence in the private and social values of labour.

The net transfer of C375 824/ha is the output transfer (C45 695) less the tradable input

transfer (-C 15 066/ha), less the domestic factor transfer (-C315 063/ha). It is also the

difference between private profit and social profit. Thus, the net transfer is the sum of

all divergences that cause private profit to differ from social profit. It is the net transfer

that enables soybean farmers to receive a positive profit of C84 205/ha rather than the

loss of C291 619/ha incurred by the economy.

6.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Major Variables in the Economic Analysis

The outcome of sensitivity analysis is summarised in Table 6.2. Sensitivity of the DRC

coefficient to changes in the selected parameters are shown by the elasticity estimates.

The DRC elasticity indicates the percentage change of the DRC coefficient for a one

percent change in the price of the relevant parameter. Examination of these elasticities

reveals the importance of each parameter relative to the attainment of comparative

advantage.

Table 6.2: Sensitivity of DRC Coefficient to Selected Parameters

Labour

Opportunity Cost

Land Opportunity

Cost

f.o.b. Price Official

Exchange Rate

3.08Current DRC 3.08 3.08 3.08

DRC with 10 %

increase in parameter

3.14 3.18 2.58 2.80

Percentage change in

DRC

1.80 3.32 -16.32 -9.09

Elasticity 0.18 0.33 -1.63 -0.90

With an elasticity of -1.63, the f.o.b. price, which is assumed to be the social price of

soybean in Ghana, has the largest impact on the DRC coefficient and hence the greatest

influence on the comparative advantage of soybean production in Ghana. The negative

elasticity indicates that an increase in the f.o.b. (social) price of soybean in the country

will improve its economic efficiency. The effect of the official foreign exchange rate

(OER) on the DRC coefficient is similarly remarkable. The analysis shows that a one
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percent increase in the official foreign exchange rate would reduce the DRC coefficient

of soybean production in Ghana by 0.9 percent and make the activity less inefficient.

The first lesson learnt from the results of the sensitivity analysis is that when the

currency is depreciated to reflect better the social price, the comparative disadvantage in

soybean production in Ghana will decrease. A second lesson is that the comparative

disadvantage would decrease even faster if the f.o.b. price - the social price - were

increased.

Even though the effects of the opportunity costs of land and labour on the DRC

coefficient are significant, they are relatively lower. The sensitivity analysis further

revealed that unlike the f.o.b. price of soybean and the OER, errors in the estimation of

the shadow price of labour and land will not greatly affect the results and conclusions

from the analysis. For example, even if the opportunity cost of labour is overestimated

or underestimated by 100 percent, the resulting DRC ratio will not differ much.

6.4 Policy Implications

Based on the partial analysis, the most obvious policy implication is that the promotion

of soybean production in Ghana is not justified under the current socio-economic

structure on grounds of comparative advantage, unless its f.o.b. price rises to as high as

C472/kg, ceteris paribus. It is evident that, currently, too many domestic resources are

used to produce a commodity that could be imported cheaply.

Second, the expansion and commercialisation of soybean production in the country

should be possible because of the existence of private profitability. Further, with a large

difference between private and social profit revenues, an effort might be made to narrow

the gap. The divergence in profits suggests that the main beneficiaries are the soybean

farmers, while the tax-payer is an obvious loser.

Fourth, the sensitivity of the DRC to the official exchange rate has a very serious policy

implication. This is that the current fiscal and monetary reforms are not adequate to

correct the distortions in both the goods and money markets, at least relative to soybean

production.

The policy tradeoff involves a comparison of losses in efficiency with gains in self-

sufficiency, nutrition and other social benefits. The decision depends on further

appraisal from a social perspective taking account of intangible costs and benefits and,

of course, also on political realities.
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6.5 Recommendations

Findings from the study suggest that the Ghanaian Government must increase its efforts

at fiscal and monetary reforms to improve its comparative disadvantage in soybean

production. Considering the results of the economic analysis, one is tempted to

recommend that Ghana would be better off importing soybean under current socio-

economic conditions. This recommendation is made strictly on efficiency grounds; other

considerations such as welfare, risk or food security are not included.

However, due to uncertainty which arises in international markets for agricultural

commodities, many countries, especially LDCs, have become increasingly reluctant to

accept the logic of comparative advantage. According to Jabara and Thompson (1980),

because prices of imported food are uncertain, many countries have adopted policies to

distort internal prices away from the international terms of trade to increase their self-

sufficiency in food production. In addition, the political realities of the food situation in

the developing world are that there is a strong incentive to be self-sufficient, regardless

of possible economic consequences.

In fact, in this study, because of the sensitivity of the DRC to changes in the f.o.b. price

and the official exchange rate, and because of the trend of change in the official

exchange rate, the possibility of the policy of self-sufficiency becoming economically

efficient in the long run cannot be ruled out. It is clear that decision criteria other than

the DRC alone must be considered.

Having realised the shortfalls of the DRC approach, especially its inability to recognise

the subjective cost associated with international price uncertainty, Jabara and Thompson

(1980) sought for an improved methodology to investigate the comparative advantage of

an activity. In their study on the comparative advantage of the production of peanut in

Senegal, they observed that to investigate comparative advantage when there exists

international price uncertainty, the net return from production of a traded product should

be lowered by the subjective cost of risk associated with variations in its export price.

Similarly, they noted that the international price at which a commodity can be imported

should be augmented by the subjective risk cost associated with uncertainty in its price.

Based on their observations, they recommend that to illustrate the effect of international

price uncertainty on agricultural comparative advantage, empirical analysis requires a

modification of the DRC methodology within a multi-product linear programmimg

framework. Such a technique would, they argued, also explicitly account for factor

substitution.
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In addition to employing an improved methodology that accounts for risk to investigate

comparative advantage in agricultural systems, it is suggested that future research

should cover more aspects so as to enable more specific recommendations for policy

decisions. Thus future research might be undertaken in the following directions:

• As noted in Section 3.7, with the advancement in commercial agriculture, decision

making in land use for different enterprises is based on comparative returns. Future

research should, therefore, investigate the relative profitability of soybean vis-a-vis

competing crops;

• An economic evaluation of the entire cropping system - intercropping in this case -

would ensure better identification and valuation of the true benefits and costs

associated with the production of the crop;

• In addition to the financial and economic analysis undertaken in this study, future

research should endeavour to include a social analysis. Because it involves the

identification and valuation of intangible benefits and costs, social analysis is likely

to provide a logical means to measure policy tradeoff between efficiency and social

benefits. It, therefore, provides information needed by policy makers for better

decision making.



7 Conclusions

The promotion of soybean production and consumption by the Ghanaian Ministry of

Agriculture was initially part of the solution to the country's nutrition problem.

Unfortunately, there has been a poor demand for the commodity for various reasons.

The current marketing problems of soybean farmers have attracted many suggestions to

generate effective demand for the commodity through processing and developing

markets. With the Government's current aim of achieving food self-sufficiency and

saving foreign exchange, the suggestion for increased support for soybean production,

processing and marketing has received considerable attention in the Ministry.

However, due to Ghana's very limited resources, it is appropriate to establish the

economic profitability (efficiency) of producing the commodity in Ghana before more

resources are sunk into its promotion. It is a way to find out if food self-sufficiency is

achieved at the expense of losing foreign exchange.

The present study attempted to examine the financial and economic profitability and the

financial and economic DRC ratios to determine whether Ghana has comparative

advantage to produce soybean. The PAM framework was used for the analysis.

Estimates from financial and economic analyses of a representative soybean production

activity in Ghana were used to construct a PAM table.

Having discussed and interpreted the results of the analysis in relation to the hypotheses,

policy implications have been drawn. Based upon the policy implications and the

limitations of the study, recommendations have been made for consideration in policy

making and for future research.

Finally, the following tentative conclusions are drawn from the study:

i. Soybean production in Ghana is financially viable under the current socio-economic

structure since the estimated private profit is positive.

ii. Within reasonable assumptions the activity under investigation is not economically

viable under the existing socio-economic structure.

iii.The estimated financial DRC ratio is less than one. Thus, given the present

government support for soybean production, the Ghanaian soybean farmer is

efficient.
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iv. The economic analysis yielded a DRC ratio which is greater than unity. Given

reasonable assumptions, existing prices, technology and government policy, it is

concluded that Ghana has a comparative disadvantage in the production of soybean.

v. Results of the sensitivity analysis, and the trend and magnitude of change in the

official foreign exchange rate, suggest that it is possible for Ghana, in the long run, to

gain comparative advantage in the production of soybean. However, this would

depend on the Government's ability to increase its efforts at fiscal and monetary

reform.

Further research along the lines suggested in Section 6.5 is needed to provide definite

conclusions as to the economic efficiency of soybean production in Ghana.



Appendix 5.1

Financial Costs and Returns Data for Soybean in 1994

Item Qty/ha Price/unit
(C)

Total Price
(C)

a. Output:

b. Traded Inputs:

1200 kg 266.29/kg 319 548

Seed 50kg 400/kg 20 000
Fertilizer 20kg 254/kg 5080
Pesticide 2.5L 21000/L 52 500
Machine and fuel used

c. Labour:

41 000

Ploughing 1 md l 2000/md 2000
Harrowing 1 md 2000/md 2000
Planting 10 md 1125/md 11 250
Spraying 1 md 3000/md 3000
Weeding 20 md 1500/md 30 000
Harvesting 10 md 1125/md 11 250
Threshing and cleaning

d. Other Domestic Factor Inputs:

16 md 1100/md 17 600

Land rent 1000/mth 12 000
Capital return 20% (on 2/3 of total input cost 27 663

l ind = Man day.



Appendix 5.2

Estimation of Net Financial Profit and Net Domestic Resource Ratio

1. NFP	 = (Yield x Farmgate Price) - Total Production Cost (in financial terms)

= (1200kg/ha x C266.29/kg) - C235 343

= C319 548 - C235 343

= C84 205

83

2.
FDRC =

Domestic Factor Costs (in financial terms) 

Tradable Outputs - Tradable Inputs (in financial terms)

C116 763
=

C319 548 - C118 580

C116 763
=

C200 968

=	 0.58



Appendix 5.3

Ghana's Foreign Exchange Statistics

Year OER
C/US$

BMER
C/US$

Total Export
US$mi

Total Imports
US$mi

FEP

1982 2.75 33.33 607 588.7 12.12
1983 8.83 76.70 439.1 499.7 8.69
1984 35.99 96.70 565.9 533 2.69
1985 54.37 131.30 632.4 668.7 2.40
1986 89.21 185 773.4 712.5 2.07
1987 162.37 224.10 826.8 951.5 1.38
1988 202.35 276.60 881 993.4 1.36
1989 270 345.60 807.2 1002.2 1.28
1990 326.33 344.70 890.6 1198.9 1.05
1991 367.78 368.90 997.6 1318.7 1.003

84

Source: Adapted from Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, Accra



Appendix 5.4

Economic Costs and Returns Data for Soybean in 1994

Item Qty/ha Price/unit
(C)

Total Price
(C)

a. Output:

b. Traded Inputs:

1200 kg 228.5/kg 273 853

Seed 50kg 348.2/kg 17 410
Fertilizer 20kg 316.8/kg 6336
Pesticide 2.5L 21000/L 52 500
Machine and fuel used

c. Labour:

57 400

Ploughing 1 mdl 2000/md 2000
Harrowing 1 md 2000/md 2000
Planting 10 md 1125/md 11 250
Spraying 1 md 3000/md 3000
Weeding 20 md 1500/md 30 000
Harvesting 10 md 1125/md 11 250
Threshing and cleaning

d. Other Domestic Factor Inputs:

16 md 1100/md 17 600

Land rent 142 667
Capital return 60% of capital cost 21 2059

i rnd = Man day.

85



Appendix 5.5

Estimation of Net Social Profit (NSP) and the Economic DRC Ratio

1. NSP	 = (Yield x f.o.b. price) - Total Production Cost (in economic terms)

= (1200kg x C228.5/kg) - C565 472

= C273 853 - C565 472

= -C291 619

86

2.
DRC

=

Domestic Factor Costs (in economic terms)

Tradable Outputs - Tradable Inputs (in economic terms)

C431 826
=

C273

C431

853

826

- C133 646

C140 207

= 3.08
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